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ABSTRACT 
 

A major part of the interaction between humans takes place via speech 

communication. It is very difficult to understand speech signals in presence of 

background noise for the normal listeners and hearing impaired persons. The human 

speech and hearing organ is inherently sensitive to interfering noise. Interfering noise 

decreases speech intelligibility and quality. Speech enhancement algorithms reduces 

the noise and improve one or more perceptual aspects of noisy speech most notably 

quality and intelligibility. The main objective of speech enhancement is to reduce the 

influence of the noise. Speech communication is processing through Tele-

conferencing, audio conferencing and video conferencing, these are influenced in 

indoors, office environments and closed auditoriums i.e. communication between one 

person to another person. These communication systems will become disturbing by 

some unknown noises like random noises, some mobile ring disturbances and fan 

noises in computers. The quality of speech is reduced in indoors due to the 

propagation channel (medium) and additional noise sources. According to these 

disturbances the quality of original speech is de-graded in conservations, so it’s need 

to enhance the speech from the noisy environment. 

 In this thesis work, first proposing appropriate microphone array setup with 

improved speech processing technique, and implementing the generalized side lobe 

canceller (GSC) beam forming techniques by using required adaptive algorithm 

(LMS). In order to get better speech quality using the Microphone arrays. 

Microphone arrays have been widely used to improve the performance of speech 

recognition systems as well as to benefit for people who need having aids. With the 

help of microphone arrays, it can choose to focus on signals from a specific direction. 

To getting better speech quality in microphone array using adaptive algorithms, these 

are help in the noise suppression in accordance with the different beam forming 

techniques.  

 The proposed system is implemented and evaluated using MATLAB 

simulation tool. The objective quality measures is Signal to Noise Ratio 

Improvement (SNRI), is using to validate the system. The systems were tested with a 

pure speech combination of male and female sampled at16 KHz, one interference 

noise is the male voice sampled at 16KHz and one random noises are simulated at 

different positions of speech and noise sources with different input SNR ratios of 
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0dB, 5dB, 10dB, 15dB, 20dB and 25dB. The overall signal to noise ratio 

improvement is determined from the main speech and two noise inputs and output 

powers. The SNR improvement at wiener beam former system is around 20dB and 

the SNR improvement at GSC system is around 26dB. 

 

Key words:  Speech enhancement, Beam former, Generalized side lobe 

canceller, LMS algorithm . 
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Chapter-1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview of Introduction: 
 Now days, Teleconference systems, hands-free telephone sets and speech 

recognition systems are becoming increasingly more common. In these systems, 

many problems are caused due to ambient noise accompanying a desired speech 

signal. Microphone arrays have the potential to reduce additive noise in received 

signals and their development is becoming more adopted.  Generally microphones are 

used to detect and transduce sounds, the effectiveness of the microphones are limited. 

Conventional microphones have to near the user at all times, forcing the user to either 

wear the microphone or have it move with speaker. Among research areas in the field 

of speech enhancement are hands-free telephones, teleconferencing, hearing aids, 

speech recognition, intelligibility improvement and acoustic measurement. For 

acoustic echo control in the conventional hands free telephony and 

telecommunication, it is generally acknowledged that an echo canceller is desirable, 

which models the impulse response of the loudspeaker with a enclosure microphone 

system by an adaptive filter in order to remove the echo components from the micro- 

phone signal.  

 Each microphone is characterized by a ‘directivity pattern’, which specify the 

gain and phase shift, that microphones gives a signal coming from specific direction. 

Beam forming is a spatial filtering technique that isolates sound sources based upon 

their positions in space [2]. Beam forming techniques can be broadly classified as 

being either data dependent (or) data independent beam formers are so named, 

because their parameters are fixed during their operation. Conversely, data dependent 

or adaptive beam forming techniques continuously update their parameters based on 

the received signals. In 1950’s the technique originated in radio astronomy as a way 

of combining antenna information from collections of antenna dishes, but by the 

1970’s beam forming began to be explored as a generalized signal processing 
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technique for any application involving spatially distributed sensors.  The intention in 

this expansion, to allow submarines greater ability to detect enemy ships using by the 

hydrophones, (or) in geology, enhancing the ability of the ground sensors to detect 

&locate tectonic phase shifts [3]. 

 Hearing impairments affect 10-16% of the total adult population and at least 

one-third of the elderly population are affected. Previous surveys in the America 

indicate the hearing –impaired population roughly of almost 5 to 6 million people use 

hearing aids, but only 60% of users are satisfied with their devices. Users overall 

satisfaction with their hearing aids is highly dependent on the situation in which they 

are used. While 90% of hearing aid users indicated that they were satisfied in small 

group settings, 45% in workplaces, cocktail parties, restaurants and only 25% in large 

groups. In an analysis of why hearing aid owners do not use their hearing aids, the 

second most prevalent reason, given by 25% of respondents, was that the hearing aids 

“did not work” in background noise. The beam forming is a spatial-temporal filter 

process to enhance the desired speech signal in a given desired direction while 

attenuating the signal from other directions. A dynamic beam forming filter is 

designed i.e. wiener filter beam former, which utilizes sub band weighting of auto and 

cross spectral densities of the input signals arrived at the microphone array [11]. 

  

1.2 Motivation 
	   An extensive work has been done on Generalized side lobe canceller for 

wideband beam forming with microphone arrays. In [4], authors had investigated the 

problem of signal cancellation in the generalized side lobe canceller (GSC). The GSC 

is of interest because it offers the potential of significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

gains over conventional beam forming. Some valid GSC applications include hearing 

aids [5], hands free telephones [6] and speech recognition enhancement [7]. 

Unfortunately, the GSC and other adaptive methods often perform poorly in real-

world situations due to cancellation of the desired signal; especially under conditions 

of the high input SNR [8]. The purpose of speech enhancement techniques is to 

improve quality and intelligibility of speech without producing any artifact. The 

speech enhancement algorithms are designed to suppress additive background noise 

and convolute distortion or reverberation [19]. 
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 The present state of the art has seem some ability to improve acoustic SNR 

through the use of a microphone array but the performance still leaves much to be 

desired, especially under poor SNR conditions [3]. It is currently believed that 

nonlinear techniques, such as the adaptive Generalized Side lobe Canceller will likely 

provide the most benefits given further study.  Hence the study of the GSC, along 

with several attempts to improve its performance at enhancing human voice capture, 

will be the focus of this work. In particular, the study what’s referred to as the club 

party problem, where attempt to pull a human voice at one spatial location out of an 

acoustic scene that has several competing human voices at different locations.  

 The problem of poor performance in background noise with conventional 

hearing aids has motivated the use of microphone arrays to create directionally 

sensitive hearing aids that selectively amplify or attenuate sounds based on their 

direction of arrival. The goal of microphone-array hearing aids is to improve the 

speech to interference ratio (SIR), when the interference arises from a different 

direction than the desired speech signal. Because hearing aid users still require 

additional processing to compensate for frequency-dependent and level-dependent 

characteristics of their hearing loss, the microphone array can be considered as a 

preprocessor, followed by conventional hearing aid processing. 

 

1.3 Thesis Scope 
 The main scope of this thesis is to attenuate the background noises and random 

noises, while improves the quality and intelligibility of speech with using microphone 

array by utilizing suitable speech processing algorithms. Measuring the signal to noise 

ratio improvement for overall system whether it is validating or not. 
  

1.4 Document Overview 
The overall document contains six chapters, rest of document organized as follows. 

 

Chapter 2  
 Chapter 2 contains Fundamentals of microphone arrays, fractional delay filters, 

Geometric set up for microphone arrays and it covers the basic noise fields, goals of 

microphone arrays and mainly ideal fractional delay filters. 
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Chapter 3 
 In chapter-3, the different speech enhancement techniques of beam forming 

techniques were explained in detail, how it is processing and finally explains about 

wiener beam forming system with mathematical equations. Another sub parts explains 

about adaptive beam forming, goals of beam forming and requirements of beam 

forming. The block diagram explains about wiener beam forming process for this 

thesis work.  

 

Chapter 4 
 Chapter 4 covers the Generalized side lobe canceller structure and it covers 

overall block diagram for system. It covers the mathematical equations for GSC 

algorithm according to the block diagram and it explains the least mean squares 

(LMS) adaptive algorithm, it update equations to finding the minimum mean square 

error (e). Finally it covers the signal to noise ratio explanation and one mathematical 

derivation for finding the attenuation constant. 

 

Chapter 5 
 Chapter 5 deals the implementation issues of source position setup with 

microphone arrays; sync windowing Fractional delay filter with those outputs of 

speech signal is delayed to reach the microphone arrays, wiener beam former system, 

GSC system and signal to noise ratio validations. 

 

Chapter 6 
 Chapter 6 deals the implemented systems are evaluated to attenuate the noise 

with one objective measure which as signal to noise ratio improvement and analyzing 

the simulation results were doing using bar graphs, tabulate those values.  

Chapter 7 
 This chapter covers conclusion of the overall document and future work for this 

master thesis work.   
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Chapter-2 
Microphone Array Setup and Fractional Delay Filters 
2.1 Overview of chapter: 
 The chapter goal is focused to introduce the concept of Microphone arrays 

setup as well as mathematical calculations for setup and Fractional delay filters, 

several illustrative examples are mentioned in this report, as well as the clean 

description of most of the existing design techniques for this intention, several 

illustrative examples are mentioned in this report. 

2.2 Introduction: 
 Multiple microphones placed at different spatial locations may form a 

microphone array. The microphones may be placed in a line, circle of even on to the 

surface of the sphere. Microphones arrays are able to provide noise robustness and 

hands-free signal acquisition and are therefore ideally suited for speech processing 

applications and speech recognition applications. “The main aim of increasing the 

number of microphones in the system is to improve the quality of the original (given 

input) signal”, that is to reduce the effect of typical recording problems. For 

recording, even using two microphones instead of one can lead to a significant 

improvement in system performance. Microphone arrays might replace close talking 

microphones as speech acquisition tools in a lecture hall. Audio scope is an example 

of commercialized speech acquisition tool in some of the auditoriums. Another option 

of the speech acquisition tool for a lecture hall is a widely distributed microphone 

array. The previous system allows users isolate and amplify the particular sound they 

want to be hearing. The two most serious problems to overcome when reading speech 

in a room are noise and echoes, i.e. reverberation.  

  2.3 Noise analysis: 

 There are three different kinds of noise fields have been defined for 

microphone array applications. These categories are characterized by the degree of 

correlation between noise signals at different spatial locations [9]. 
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• Coherent Noise Field 

• In-Coherent Noise Field 

• Diffuse Noise Field  

2.3.1 Coherent Noise Field: 
 A coherent noise field is one in which noise signals propagate to the 

microphones directly from their sources, without undergoing any form of reflection, 

dispersion or attenuation due to the acoustic environment. In practice, coherent noise 

fields occur in open-air environments where there are no major obstacles to sound 

propagation and where wind or Thermal turbulence effects are minimal. A high 

correlation is found, when measuring coherent noise with multiple numbers of 

microphones.  

2.3.2 In-Coherent Noise Field: 
 In an incoherent noise field, the noise measured at any given spatial location is 

uncorrelated with the noise measured at all other locations. In a real life environment 

the energy of the noise propagates in all directions simultaneously. In the case of 

microphone arrays however, electrical noise in the microphones is generally randomly 

distributed and can be considered to be a source of incoherent noise. Incoherent noise 

is also said to be spatially white.  

2.3.3 Diffuse Noise Field: 
 Any location is therefore lowly correlated with any other location 

approximately the same energy; this is defined as diffuse noise field. For most 

microphone array applications the noise environment can be characterized as diffuse, 

this noise is treated as like in-coherent noise fields for simplifications, such as office 

or car noise.	  	  

 Figure 2.1 is the General diagram for speaker to receiver communication in 

presence of microphone arrays, in figure there is more background noise sources from 

nature. The main goal of these microphones in the system is to improve the quality of 

the actual input signal, i.e. reduce the effect of typical background noises.  
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Figure 2.1 General Diagram for communication system (with kind permission of [9]) 

 

2.4 Microphone Array Setup: 
 Multiple microphones placed at different spatial locations may form a 

microphone array, actually the microphones may placed in line or circle or even 

surface on the sphere and three microphones are used in the setup, placed in a line. In 

figure 2.2 it describes the general draw for source positions to the microphones in a 

microphone array. Here M1, M2, M3 are mic positions in the arranged setup.  

 The beam steering process used with microphones requires the ability to delay 

the signal from each microphone in order to align the incident wave front of interest. 

When it focus with sampled data, it is highly likely that these delays will not equate to 

multiples of whose sample periods. Delaying sampled data by a fraction of a sample 

period is a critical part of array beam forming. The figure below shows three 

microphones with a plane wave approaching from an angle of -45°, 0°, 45°. The wave 
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front will reach M1 before M2 and M3. If the microphone signals are sampled at a 

rate of 16000samples/second, indicated as Fs. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 General setup for source positions to the microphones 

 

2.4.1 Geometric setup for Microphone arrays: 
 The distance between the sources and microphones are calculated as according 

to this scenario. First of all calculating the distance between the microphones and 

distance between the three sources. The three microphones M1, M2 and M3 are 

assumed to be placed in a 3-dimensional space with position of co-ordinates as M1 = 

(X1, Y1, Z1), M2 = (X2, Y2, Z2) and M3 = (X3, Y3, Z3) respectively M1M2M3 = d, 

define the position of source in a 3-dimensional space as S = (Xs, Ys, Zs). The 

distance between three microphones M1, M2 and M3 in d=M1M2M3 and distance 

between speech source to each microphone M1, M2 and M3 as SM1, SM2 and SM3. 

The distance between three microphones with their co-ordinates as  
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d = (!2− !1)! + (!2− !1)! + (!2− !1)! 

 

The distance between the each microphone to source position is described as  

At microphone1 SM1 = (!" − !1)! + (!" − !1)! + (!" − !1)! 

At microphone 2 SM2 = (!" − !2)! + (!" − !2)! + (!" − !2)! 

At microphone 3 SM3 = (!" − !3)! + (!" − !3)! + (!" − !3)! 

 

2.4.2 Condition for spacing between microphones: 
 The spacing between the microphones places a key role in the microphone 

array setup, due to the aliasing effect. The main requirement to fulfill the sampling 

theorem, in order to avoid spatial aliasing effect is defined by, 

d <  !!"#
!

 

!!"# =  c/f 

Where ‘f’ is the frequency of the given signal 

f = !!
!

 

Where Fs is sampling frequency 

In easy manner to temporal sampling of continuous time signals spatial sampling can 

produce the aliasing [15] 

2.4.3 Goals of Microphone arrays: 
• Capture sound 

• Capture sound from a particular spatial location 

• Suppress sound from other spatial locations 

• Build a spatial representation for the sound 

• Embed in sound applications 

 

2. 5 Fractional Delay Filters: 

     2.5.1 Definition: 
 Fractional delay filters are designed to delay the incoming signals (input 

signals) by a fractional amount of sampling time, since the delay is fractional, the 

inter sample behavior of original analog signals become very crucial while the 
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conventional design bases itself on the assumption that the incoming analog signals 

are fully band limited up to the nyquist frequency. 
 

        2.5.2 Overview of Fractional Delay filters: 
 Fractional delay filter is a digital type of filter, it having main function to delay 

the given processed input signal to a fraction of the sampling period time. Delaying 

sampled data by a fraction of a sample period is a critical part of array beam forming. 

These filters are designed for band limited interpolation. Band limited interpolation is 

a technique for evaluating a signal sample at any arbitrary point in time, even if it 

located between the two sampling points. There are several applications where such 

signal delay value is required; examples of such systems are speech coding and 

synthesis, conversion between two arbitrary sampling frequencies, symbol 

synchronization and echo cancellation. Fractional delay filters addresses much depth 

in digital signal processing applications; those are communications, speech coding 

and synthesis, and some musical algorithms. The Fractional delay filter is typically 

applied in synchronizing of data bits (or) symbols, when transmitted in digital system 

for example like a modems, Here main goal is Receiver end is to detect the 

transmitted data symbols as reliability as possible. FD filters are designed to delay the 

input signal samples by a fractional amount of sampling period. The inter sample 

behavior of original signal becomes crucial, since delay is in fractional. The 

assumption in designing the FD filter is that incoming continuous-time signals are 

fully band-limited up to the nyquist frequency and it is designed in discrete time 

domain. 

 2.5.3 Time delay Filtering: 
 The time delay filter can apply group delays in samples over the whole audio 

spectrum. Among all over the different types of FD filters, the maximally flat one 

could satisfy the requirements. A discrete time all-pass filter has a transfer function as 

below: 

 

A(Z) = !
!!!  (!!!)
!(!)

  = !!!!!!!!
!!!⋯!!!!! !!! !!!!

!!!!!!!!⋯!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!!
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Where N is the order of the filter and the filter coefficients 

!! ! = 1,2…! !"#  real. The coefficients !!can be designed for having a maximally 

flat group delay D with the following formula: 

 

!! =    (−1)!
!
!

!!!!!
!!!!!!!

!
!!!   ,  k = 0,1,2,…….,N 

 
Where  

!
!  = !!

!! !!! !
 

Specifies the K th binomial coefficient. The coefficient !! is always 1, so 

there is no need to normalize the coefficient vector. The order of the filter (N) 

depends on the needed time delay and the sampling rate, since the group delays are in 

samples. The order of the filter can be calculated as:  

N = Time delay * sample rate 

N value has to be rounded to the nearest integer number. The accuracy of 

delaying depends on the numbers of the divided steps in this area. 

 

2.5.4 Ideal Fractional delay Filtering process: 

The ideal Fractional delay element is a digital version of a continuous time 

delay line. The delay process must rendered band limited using an ideal low pass filter 

(LPF), while the delay merely shifts the impulse response in the time domain, suppose 

consider a discrete time signal x(n), whose delayed version of signal be y(n) 

represented as      

y(n) = x(n-D) 

Where D represents the integer amount of delay in the signal. The delay in 

samples represented as; 

!"#$%(!) =   
!" ∗   !"#$%&'(

C  

Thus the impulse response of an ideal fractional delay filter is a shifted and sampled 

sinc function, that is …                   

h(n) = sinc (n-D) = !"#$(!(!!!))
!(!!!)
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In Fractional delay filter, merely shifts the impulse response in time domain, therefore 

shifted and sampled sinc function is the impulse response of ideal fractional delay 

filters [16]. 

 

Figure 2.3. Impulse response of ideal fractional delay filter, when the delay is (a) D= 
3 samples (b) = 3.4 samples. 

 

 The new windowed impulse response of ideal fractional delay filter is given by  

ℎ ! = !(! − !)!"#$(! − !), 0 ≤ ! ≤ !
0, !"ℎ!"#$%! 
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Beam Forming  
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Chapter-3 
Beam Forming 

3.1 Overview: 
 The definition of beam forming technique is it is a spatial filter technique; it 

means a transmitting (or) receiving sound preferably in some directions over than 

other directions. Beam forming is a general signal processing technique, used to 

control the directionality of the reception (or) transmission of signal on a transducer 

array. In a communication system, beam forming is used to point an antenna at the 

signal source to reduce interference and improve the communication (speech) quality. 

Usually the desired speech signal is corrupted with other unwanted speech signals (or) 

non-voice signals. Although there are some ways to reduce the non-voice noise and 

there is no effective solution in traditional microphones to suppress the unwanted 

speech noise. Using microphone arrays very promising to reduce the noise, since both 

temporal and spatial filtering is possible if desired sources signal and interference 

signals are located at different spatial positions.  

 In this thesis work, chosen three micro phones, the ultimate received signal is 

the result of the linear combination of all the received signals, this linear combination 

procedure is called ‘beam forming’, and it focus on specific directions that what’s 

need for this work. For appropriately selecting the coefficients and mainly focus on 

the main talker and suppress the noise coming from other directions. There are two 

main groups of beam forming techniques; those are data-dependent (or) adaptive 

beam formers and data independent beam formers (or) fixed beam formers. The 

techniques, which are data independent, fixed their parameters and maintain them 

throughout the processing of the input signal. Other hand, the techniques which are 

data-dependent their update those parameters to better suite the given input signal, 

adapting to changing their noise conditions.  

3.2 Adaptive Beam forming: 
 The word “Beam forming” is historically stems from active localization 

systems (RADAR and Sonar systems) and it denotes fact that the main lobe (“Beam”) 

of the directivity (or) sensitivity pattern of a system. Adaptive beam forming is one 

better technique in speech enhancement, in which an array of microphones is 

exploited to achieve maximum reception in a specified direction, while signals of 
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same frequency (chosen16Khz for all signals) from other directions are rejected. The 

main concept in adaptive beam forming is to produce interference pattern in signals 

from the microphone arrays. There is one solution for controlling the interference 

pattern, to changing the delay and spacing between the microphone array elements by 

maximizing the signal energy in one direction. Adaptive beam former is the data 

dependent beam forming technique, their update those parameters to better suite the 

given input signal, adapting to changing their noise conditions.  

 The weights of data independent beam formers are designed so that the beam 

former response approximates a desired response independent of the array data or 

depend upon the input signal received to the system. This type of system is same as 

that for a classical FIR (Fractional delay filter) filter design. The simple Delay and 

sum beam former is an example of the data independent beam forming. In statistically 

optimum beam former the weights are chosen based on the statistics of the data 

received at the array. The goal is to optimize the beam former response so that the 

output signal contains minimal contributions due to the noise and signals arriving 

from directions other than the desired direction. The Frost beam former is a 

statistically optimum beam former. Other statistically optimum beam formers are 

Multiple Side lobe Canceller and Maximization of the signal to noise ratio. 

3.3 Goals of Beam forming: 

• To increase signal to noise ratio for plane wave signals in ambient 

noise scenarios. 

• Actually the plane wave signals are arriving from different directions, 

to measure the direction from which specific plane wave signals are 

arriving those intervals. 

3.3.1. Requirements of Beam forming: 
• Each microphone signal is multiplied with the weights of filters. 

• Beam former is a spatial filter and it can be used to improve the SNR 

by most of the noise is outside directions of interest. 

• Actually nothing of filter is ideal in the system, it must balance main 

lobe directivity and side lobe levels, which are related to the each 

other. 

• Depending on the receiving data, it is either data independent (or) data 

dependent system. 
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• Beam forming function is frequency dependent. 

 

3.4 Delay-Sum Beam forming: 

 The most basic microphone array beam former is the delay and sum beam 

former. Delay and sum beam former is the simplest method; a microphone array will 

be successively focused to many points lying on a measurement plane. The delays 

depend on the physical spacing between each element in the antenna arrays. The 

parameters associated in defining the array characteristics is the geometrical spacing 

between the array elements and the weights associated with each element.  

 The delay-and-sum beam former is a data independent beam former, as the 

response of the beam former doesn’t depend on array data i.e. weights of the 

microphone sensors. In delay-and-sum Beam forming delays are inserted after each 

microphone in order to compensate the speech signal arrival time differences to each 

microphone as shown in Figure 3.4. The aligned time signals of each microphone are 

added together. The output has the effect of establishing the desired speech signal 

while the unwanted noise signals are combined in an unpredictable fashion [16]. 

Therefore, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the combined output that consists of 

the desired speech signal along with noise is greater than that of any individual 

microphone’s signal. By the above observation, it says that the delay-and-sum beam 

former is more sensitive to the sources from a particular desired direction. 

	  
X1	  (k)	  	  

t1	  
	  

X	  2	  (k)	  
	  

t2	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
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Figure 3. 1 General setup for Delay-sum Beam former 
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	   Therefore, the delay and sum beam former suffers from several problems. The 

major disadvantage is that it requires large number of microphones for improving the 

SNR of the beam former as doubling the number of microphones will increase SNR 

up to 3dB only on the condition that the incoming noise signals are completely 

uncorrelated between the microphones and the desired speech signal.  

3.4.1 Filter-Sum Beam forming: 

	  
Figure 3. 2 General setup for Filter-sum Beam former structure 

	  
The delay and sum beam former fit in to a more common class, which is called the 

filter sum beam formers, where amplitude and phase weights both are frequency 

dependent. In practice, most of the beam formers are a kind of filter and sum beam 

former. Its output is like as below 

 

y (f) = !!!
!!! ! . !!(!) 
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3.5 Experimental View for Wiener Beam forming process: 

 

	  

Figure 3.3 General setup for wiener Beam forming Process 

  

 From above figure shows the general setup for wiener beam forming process, 

here getting the three beam former outputs (Y1, Y2, Y3) and estimated speech output 

‘e’. Here all sources are connected to the microphone array with their delays; all 

sources are mixed up to the each microphone as mic1, mic2 and mic3. At each beam 

forming from above figure and getting some weights, these weights are filtering with 

the microphone array outputs, and mixed up all these three to get wiener beam 

forming outputs Y1, Y2, Y3.  

 The working process of wiener beam former 1 as following like this, first all 

three inputs are applied to the microphone array through delayed those signals with a 

filtering to get the output of Y1. The desired input of wiener beam former 1 is the 
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original source signal. The total number of taps are represented as L = 64, The 

original source signal inputs are treated as x1, x2 and x3, in a matrix form it is treated 

as like this  

     X = [x1 (k), x2 (k), x3 (k)] 

Where k is 1:64:length (x1)-64, the two interference noises I1, I2 are mixed up 

together and represented as n1, n2 and n3, those are represented in a matrix form as 

Xn = [n1 (k), n2 (k), n3 (k)] 

The auto autocorrelation of these two co-variance matrices are represented as, 

Rxx = !.!!!
!!!  

Rnn =   !"!
!!! .!"! 

The output of wiener beam former 1 is represented in a matrix form as follows 

      Wopt = (!""+ !"")!!. Rdx  

The filter weights are arranged as following like  

W = !!
!      !!

!  ……… . .!!
! ! 

From figure 3.3 getting some weights in wiener beam former 1, those are W1, W2 

and W3. Here the number of taps is divided into each weight W1 as 1:64, W2 as 

65:128 and W3 as 129:192. These weights are useful for working of Generalized side 

lobe canceller, filtering the each weight (W1, W2 and W3) with their simultaneous 

microphone outputs (mic1, mic2 and mic3) and mixed up together to getting the 

output of Y1. The original source signal is desired for wiener beam former 1, and 

dominating the main output also the original source signal, & suppresses the 

remaining two signals.  

 The working process of wiener beam former 2 as following like this, here first 

all three inputs are applied to the microphone array through delayed those signals with 

a filtering to get the output of Y2. The desired input of wiener beam former 2 is the 

Interference Noise 1. The total number of taps are represented as L = 64, The 

Interference noise 1 signal inputs are treated as I1n1, I1n2 and I1n3, in a matrix form 

it is treated as like this  

      X = [I1n1 (k), I1n2 (k), I1n3 (k)] 

Where k is 1:64:length (I1n1)-64, the remaining two signals original source signal and 

Interference noise I2 are mixed up together and represented as I1N1, I1N2 and I1N3, 

those are represented in a matrix form as 

 Xi = [I1N1 (k), I1N2 (k), I1N3 (k)] 
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Where I1N1 = x1+I2n1 (Interference noise 2 co-ordinate1) 

           I1N2 = x2+I2n2 (Interference noise 2 co-ordinate2) 

            I1N3 = x3+I2n3 (Interference noise 2 co-ordinate3) 

The auto autocorrelation of these two co-variance matrices are represented as, 

Rxx = !.!!!
!!!  

  Rii =   !"!
!!! .!"! 

The output of wiener beam former 2 is represented in a matrix form as follows 

Wopt = (!""+ !"")!!. Rdx  

From figure 3.3 getting some weights in wiener beam former 2, those are W1, W2 

and W3. Here the number of taps is divided into each weight W1 as 1:64, W2 as 

65:128 and W3 as 129:192. These weights are useful for working of Generalized side 

lobe canceller, filtering the each weight (W1, W2 and W3) with their simultaneous 

microphone outputs (mic1, mic2 and mic3) and mixed up together to getting the 

output of Y2. The Interference noise 1 is desired for wiener beam former 2, and 

dominating the main output also the Interference noise 1 signal & suppresses the 

remaining two signals.  

 The working process of wiener beam former 3 as following like, here first all 

three inputs are applied to the microphone array through delayed those signals with a 

filtering to get the output of Y3. The desired input of wiener beam former 3 is the 

Interference Noise 2 (random noise). The total number of taps are represented as L = 

64, The Interference noise 2 signal inputs are treated as I2n1, I2n2 and I2n3, in a 

matrix form it is treated as like this  

     X = [I2n1 (k), I2n2 (k), I2n3 (k)] 

Where k is 1:64:length (I2n1)-64, the remaining two signals original source signal and 

Interference noise I2 are mixed up together and represented as I2N1, I2N2 and I2N3, 

those are represented in a matrix form as 

Xi = [I2N1 (k), I2N2 (k), I2N3 (k)] 

Where I2N1 = x1+I1n1 (Interference noise 1 co-ordinate1) 

           I2N2 = x2+I1n2 (Interference noise 1 co-ordinate2) 

            I2N3 = x3+I1n3 (Interference noise 1 co-ordinate3) 

The auto autocorrelation of these two co-variance matrices are represented as, 

Rxx = !.!!!
!!!  

  Rii =   !"!
!!! .!"! 
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The output of wiener beam former 2 is represented in a matrix form as follows 

Wopt = (!""+ !"")!!. Rdx  

From figure 3.3 getting some weights in wiener beam former 3; those are W1, W2 

and W3. Here the number of taps is divided into each weight W1 as 1:64, W2 as 

65:128 and W3 as 129:192. These weights are useful for working of Generalized side 

lobe canceller, filtering the each weight (W1, W2 and W3) with their simultaneous 

microphone outputs (mic1, mic2 and mic3) and mixed up together to getting the 

output of Y3. The Interference noise 2 is desired for wiener beam former 3, and 

dominating the main output also the Interference noise 2 signals & suppresses the 

remaining two signals.   
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Chapter-4 

 
Generalized Side lobe Canceller 

 
4.1 Overview of Introduction: 
  
 The enhancement of speech signal processing, in presence of stationary noise 

using an array of microphones had been seen from several years. A very famous and 

most commonly used linearly constrained mean variant (LCMV) algorithm is the 

generalized side - lobe canceller (GSC), which consists of three signal processing 

parts, those are Fixed Beam former, blocking matrix and adaptive interference 

canceller (AIC) [4]. In this, the wave sound propagation from source to microphone is 

characterized by pure delays. In real noise environments, the multi path wave 

propagation from source to microphones causes leakage of speech signal components 

into the noise references, it results the suppressing noise and distort the desired speech 

signal. In [10], propose a blocking matrix, which is based on the idea of the 

generating a speech reference signal. First use statistically optional beam former filter 

coefficients results the maximizing signal to noise ratio, next the orthogonal 

projection for constructing blocking matrix, is done directly without LMS adaption. 

 The use of post filtering process is therefore called to improve the performance 

of beam forming in non-directional and non-stationary noise environments. One 

author Zelinski [11], has been suggested about post filtering is, post filtering process 

for the simple delay and sum beam former based on the wiener filter. Later, post 

filtering is incorporated into the Grifths and Jim GSC beam former [12]. The authors 

suggested to use of two successive post filters, The first post filter works on the fixed 

beam former for desired to the estimated signal, and the second post filter uses the 

GSC part output. In [13], author formulating his problem like, the speech 

enhancement array of sensors (microphones) in a noisy environment and reverberant 

environment. Here, the desired signal is comprised of three different component 

types. The main desired signal is the speech signal. Second is some stationary 

Interference signal and third desired signal is the non-stationary Interference signal. 

The ultimate goal is to reconstruct the speech component from the received signals.  
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4.2 Generalized Side lobe Canceller setup: 
 Adaptive beam forming techniques attempt to adaptively filter the incoming signals in 
order to pass the signal from the desired direction, while rejecting the noise coming from  
	  

	  
 
Figure 4. 1 Generalized Side lobe Canceller structure setup 
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the other directions. GSC is one of the beam former structures that separate the 

adaptive beam former into two main processing paths, those are fixed beam former 

portion and adaptive beam former structure portion, a standard fixed beam former 

with constraints on the desired signal, but in adaptive portion little bit different which 

provides a mix of filters, that adaptively minimizes the power in the output part of the 

system.  

 The Figure 4.1 shows the setup of GSC structure; from setup there are three 

desired sources, which are desired speech signal, Interference signal 1 and 

Interference signal 2 which is random noise with the same sampling frequency as 

choose for system. First these desired signals are propagating to three microphones  

(microphone array) through some fractional delaying. Here seen from figure 3.2 

WBF1, WBF2 and WBF3 are three wiener beam formers, its performing wiener 

filtering process. The ultimate goal for using the GSC system is better to getting the 

quality of speech in system and to minimizing the mean square error (e), for 

minimizing the mean square error with using an adaptive algorithm, which is least 

mean squares (LMS) algorithm. From figure 3.2, examine how the system performing 

in WBF1, first the speech signal is only desired for WBF1 system this speech signal is 

propagating through microphone array with some delay its range from 0 to 25dB, so 

getting only speech output which is treated as ‘YS1’. Further the two interference 

signals are mixed up together and it’s only propagating the microphone array, which 

is desired for WBF1 with same dB (as applied for desired speech), So getting only 

noise signal which is indicated as ‘YN1’. These two outputs are desired for finding 

the minimum mean square error (e). 

 The lower path of the system is the adaptive in nature, it consists of major part 

in the over all system. Go through second system; first speech signal is propagating 

through the microphone array with some dB, which is desired for this system and 

getting speech signal output that is indicated as ‘YS2’. Next, the interference signals 

are propagating through the microphone array with the same dB (as mentioned for 

desired speech), so finally getting some noised output, which is treated as ‘YN2’. In 

these lower parts, one simple adaptive algorithm (least mean squares (LMS)) is 

introduced to the system for finding the minimum mean square error and filtering this 

system. LMS algorithm is adaptive in nature; this process is continues till ending. The 

system 2 (WBF2) output is input for LMS, that output is convoluted with LMS 

weights, so getting one speech signal and one noise signal those are treated as C1, C2. 
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     C1 = W11*YS2 

     C2 = W11*YN2 

These both are using for calculations in signal to noise ratio and getting output of 

minimum mean square error of the system. 

 In third system; propagating only speech signal through the microphone array 

with some dB, which is desired for this system and getting speech signal output that is 

indicated as ‘YS3’. Next, the interference signals are propagating through the 

microphone array with the same dB (as mentioned for desired speech), so finally 

getting some noised output, which is treated as ‘YN3’. One simple adaptive algorithm 

(least mean squares (LMS)) is introduced to the system for finding the minimum 

mean square error and filtering this system. LMS algorithm is adaptive in nature; this 

process is continues till ending. The system 3 (WBF3) output is input for LMS, that 

output is convoluted with LMS weights, so getting one speech signal and one noise 

signal those are treated as D1, D2. 

     D1 = W11*YS3 

     D2 = W11*YN3 

These both are using for calculations in signal to noise ratio and getting output of 

minimum mean square error of the system.  

The overall system output is calculated as the difference of the upper part output and 

lower part output as    

     Espeech  = (YS1-(C1+D1)) 

          Enoise  =  (YN1-(C2+D2)) 

These Espeech and Enoise are using for calculating signal to noise ratios of overall 

system. The formula for minimum mean square error (e) of overall system is  

e = (YS1+YN1)-(C1+D1+C2+D2) 

4.3 Least mean squares algorithm: 
  
 The least mean squares (LMS) algorithm was invented by Widrow and Hoff 

[17], in 1959. The LMS algorithm emerged as a simple and effective algorithm for the 

design of adaptive transversal filters. This algorithm is a stochastic gradient algorithm 

in that it iterates each tap weight of the transversal filter in the direction of 

instantaneous gradient squared error signal with respect to the tap weights.  
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Figure 4.2 LMS adaptive filter structure  

The LMS adaptive filter is shown in figure 4.2, from this figure representing like this. 
  
 Where 

            x(n) is the input signal to a linear filter at time n 

             y(n) is the corresponding output signal 

             d(n) is an additional input signal to the adaptive filter (desired signal) 

             e(n) is the error signal that denotes the difference between d(n) and y(n) 

 From the figure 4.2, an adaptive algorithm adjusts the filter coefficients of the 

linear filter iteratively to minimize the power of e(n). For different applications 

choose the different input and output signals x(n), d(n), y(n), and e(n) in different 

ways. 

The coefficients of adaptive filter is convoluted with the input signal of vector, its 

representing in vector equation from as  

y(n) = !"! ∗ !(!) 

Where Wn represents the N-coefficients of the adaptive filter 

x(n) is from the reference signal at the step ‘n’ 

The error signal e(n) is the difference between the desired signal and output signal of 

the filter.    e(n) = d(n)-y(n) 

The LMS adaptive filter general equation form is the following 

!!!! =   !! + !. ! ! .!∗(!) 
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Where * denotes complex conjugate of the input vector, ! is the step size its range is 

from 0 to 1, it is a positive constant. Which controls the stability of the system and 

convergence rate of the adaption. 

4.3.1 Least mean squares algorithm Formulation: 

 
 According to steepest descent algorithm, the weight vector equation is given by  

!(!!!) =! ! −
1
2   ![−∆(!{!

!(!)})] 

Where ’!′ is the step size parameter and it controls the convergence of the LMS 

algorithm, !!(!) is the mean square error between the beam former output y (n) and 

reference signal d (n), which is given by  

 

!! ! =    !∗ ! −!!   !(!) ! 

The gradient vector form above equation can be computed as  

−∆ ! !! ! =   −2! + !.! !  

The main problem of steepest descent algorithm is the calculation to find the values of 

‘r’ and ‘R’ matrices in real time. In the LMS algorithm, it simplifies by using the 

instantaneous values of the covariance matrices ‘r’ and ‘R’ instead of their own 

values. 

R (n) = x (n).   !!(!) 

r (n) = !∗ ! . !(!) 

Therefore, the LMS algorithm equation can be summarized as following like this 

Output y (n) = !! . ! !  

Error signal e (n) = !∗ ! −!! . ! !  

Finally the weight update equation can be given by following way 

 

!(!!!) = W (n) + !. x(n) [ !∗ ! −!!   !(!)] 

!(!!!) = W (n) + !. x(n). e* (n) 
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4.4 Signal to Noise Ratio scenario: 
 
 There are number of ways, in which the noise performance and hence the 

sensitivity of the receiver can be measured. The most and well suitable method is to 

compare the signal and noise levels for a known signal level, that is the signal to noise 

ratio (SNR).  The noise performance and hence the SNR is a key parameter for any 

receiver applications, the SNR as it is often termed as a measure of the performance 

of the receiver, basically SNR is used in many communication applications. The 

difference in signal and noise is the normally shown as a ratio between the signal and 

noise and is normally expressed in ‘decibels’. As the signal input level is must effect 

on the SNR ratio, the input signal level must given to the system. Suppose if it’s 

noticed in equation format, SNR is treated as the ratio between the wanted signal 

(!!"#$%&) and unwanted background noise (!!"#$%).  

SNR = 
!!"#$%&
!!"#$%

 

It is more usual to see a SNR expressed in a logarithmic basis using decibels.  

 

!"#!" =   10 log!"(
!!"#$%&
!!"#$%

) 

For this thesis work, chosen one speech signal, one-noise signal and background 

noises are the sources of the system. The input SNR is considered between 0 to 25dB. 

The SNR is written in equation format of these source signals as 

 

!"#!" = 10 log!"
!"#(!"#$%&)

!"# !1 + !"#(!2) 

Here I1 is the noise source and I2 is the background noise source of the system and 

introduced the coefficient factor (α) and (β) is multiplied with the both noises, but not 

introduced to the signal source why because if multiply α value with signal source, it 

is disturbed and destroyed in their performance. Here the coefficient factor α is un-

known in the system, so derived some equations for getting this constant value. 

!"#!" = 10 log!"
!"#(!!"#$%)

!"# !1 + !"#(!2)+ 10 log!"
1
!! 

 

Here the derivation is following like this, 
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SNR  In = 10  log!"[!"#(!"#$%&)/!"#(!1)+ !"#(!2)]

+ [10 log!"
1
! + 10  log!"(

1
!)] 

SNR  In = 10  log!"[!"#(!"#!"#)/!"#(!1)+ !"#(!2)]+ 10 log!"
1
!.!  

according  to  log!" ! + log!" ! = log!" !" 

Where ! = ! from unity condition 

SNR  In = 10  log!"[!"#(!"#$%&)/!"#(!1)+ !"#(!2)]+ [10 log!"
1
!!  

Where SNR  In is desired, its range is fro1m 0- 25 dB 

!"#  !" = !"# +   10  log!"
1
!! 

!"#  !" − !"# =   10  log!"
1
!! 

10  log!"
1
!! = !"#  !" − !"# 

1
!! =   10

(!"#  !"!!"#!" ) 

!!   =
1

10(
!"#  !"!!"#

!! )
 

! =
!

!"(
!"#  !"!!"#

!" )

 

From this constant value easily getting the signal to noise ratio of the system.  
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Chapter-5 
 

5.1 Source signals arrangement with microphone 
array setup: 
 
 In this current thesis work, it’s considered as three source signals those are 

original speech signal, interference noise and random noise with a sampling 

frequency of 16Khz. A microphone array of three microphones are arranged in a 

uniform linear array, actually the microphone array is arranged in a circular, linear, 

line array and ring array setup. In microphone array, microphones are separated by a 

distance ‘d’ in such a way that to avoid aliasing effect i.e. d<!!"#
!

. So the distance 

between the microphones is ‘d’, it should be less than 4.1cm i.e. d<4.1cm to 

satisfying the condition of aliasing effect. This setup represents to indicating source 

positions and microphone positions as well. The microphone positions are fixed and 

arranged in three dimensional space co-ordinates as; 

 

M1=(2.46,2.50,1.24) 

M2=(2.49,2.50,1.24) 

M3=(2.53,2.50,1.24) 

 

For the purpose of simulation, source positions were placed in near field 

considerations according to the equation  

d = !2− !1 ! + !2− !1 ! + !2− !1 ! 

 Where these co-ordinates are indicating for source positions in a array setup, 

the distance between the microphones is calculated according to this equation. 
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Figure 5.1. Source signals setup with microphone array. 

5.2 Fractional delay filters: 
  
 The fractional delay (FD) filters is for delaying the source signals to reach the 

microphones, FD filters contain both fractional and integer parts of output in value 

considerations. The amount of source signal delayed in reaching the three 

microphones are performed by using sinc-windowing function, it is represented by h. 

The speech source signal position is chosen i.e. S= (2.50, 2.0, 1.35), then the speech 

source signal gets a time delay in samples of indicating as  

D1 =16.4911 

D2 =15.5766 

D3 =14.2901 

These values are getting according to the sinc-windowing equation in reaching the 

microphone array that is, 

ℎ ! = ! ! − !   sin  (! − !),
0 ≤ ! ≤ !,   0  !"ℎ!"  !"#$. 

 The D1, D2 and D3 contain both fractional and integer part of values, with this 

delays constructing the Fractional delay filters using the above equation. The figure 

5.2 shows the original speech signal and the signal that delayed due to the different 

paths travelled by wave in reaching the microphone array i.e. the microphones M1, 

M2 and M3. 

d d

m1 m2 m3 

IS1 IS2 

Source 
signal S 

D 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Original speech signal (b) speech signal at microphone 1 (c) speech 

signal at microphone 2 (d) speech signal at microphone 3 

 

5.3 Wiener Beam forming: 

 The outputs of microphone signals are input to the wiener beam forming 

system, the system consist of three microphone M1, M2 and M3 whose output signals 

are combination of both the noise and clean speech, those are represented as mic1, 

mic2 and mic3 in simulation part. The wiener filtering operation is working according 

to this equation as: 
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!!"# =    [!!! + !!!]!! + !!" 

To obtain optimal wiener filter coefficients of system, those are 

!!"#!,!!"#!  !"#  !!"#!  these are getting from the above equation. The auto 

correlation matrices of both speech and noise signals in the above equation are 

obtained by passing both speech and noise signals are individually from the 

microphone arrays. 

 The outputs of wiener beamformer1 is summed up together and represented as 

‘Y1’, the outputs of wiener beamformer2 is summed up together and indicated as 

‘Y2’ and outputs of wiener beamformer3 is summed up together and indicated as 

‘Y3’. The time domain signal is estimation of clean speech, since noise components 

are cancelled with help of optimal wiener coefficients. The outputs of wiener beam 

former 1 is getting majority of clean speech signal and the wiener filter degrades the 

both Interference noise 1 and random noise signals, the speech signal is reference 

signal for wiener beam former1. The outputs of wiener beam former 2 is getting 

majority of Interference noise1 and the wiener filter degrades the both clean speech 

signal and random noise signals, the Interference noise1 is reference signal for wiener 

beam former2. The outputs of wiener beam former 3 is getting majority of random 

noise signals and the wiener filter degrades the both Interference noise 1 and clean 

speech signal, the random noise signal is reference signal for wiener beamformer3, 

these all system is shown in figure 4.2. 

 The number of taps L=64 is using in the wiener beam forming system, each 

beam former is divided into three sub parts, those are (1:64, 65:128 and 129:192) and 

‘flipud’ is using for flip the matrix up and down of system and this is using for 

adjusting the amplitudes of the signals, those three are indicated as W1, W2 and W3. 

These three outputs are filtering with mics as W1 is filtering with mic1, W2 is 

filtering with mic2 and W3 is filtering with mic3, so getting these outputs are 

indicated as Y11, Y12 and Y13, these three outputs are summing together and getting 

the wiener beam former output Y1. The similar process is doing in wiener 

beamformer2 and wiener beamformer3. The outputs of wiener beamformer2 is 

filtering with mics and indicated as Y21, Y22 and Y23, these are combine together 

and getting the output Y2. . The outputs of wiener beamformer3 is filtering with mics 

and indicated as Y31, Y32 and Y33, these are combine together and getting the output 

Y2. 
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The figures below show the wiener beam former outputs of the system. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 (a) Output at Wiener beam forming 1 (Y1 from diagram 5.4) (b) Output at Wiener 

beam forming 2 (Y2) (c) Output at Wiener beam forming 3 (Y3) 

 

(a)	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
(b)	  

	  
	  
(c)	  
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5.4 Generalized Side lobe Canceller:  
 The Generalized side lobe canceller (GSC) is using for getting the pure speech 

signal from the noisy environment system. The system consists of three microphone 

signals M1, M2 and M3, whose signals are combining of both speech and noise 

signals. Here speech signal and two noise signals are mixed up together and send by 

individually to the wiener beam formers. The most important thing in GSC is the 

weights of wiener beam former is doing key role in all over system.   

 First the speech and noise signals are sending to the wiener beam former by 

individually to getting two outputs one is speech output (YS1) and noise output 

(YN1), these two are using in final for measuring the performance of the system. The 

speech signal and noise signals are sending to the wiener beamformer2, getting two 

outputs YS2 and YN2, and getting some weights of the wiener beamformer2, these 

outputs YS2, YN2 are convoluted with the order 10 and represented as AW1. In GSC, 

the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm is introducing for additional adaptive 

filtering process to the system, the update equation for LMS algorithm is following 

this. The figure 4.1 represents the block diagram of overall thesis setup; the two LMS 

adaptive filters are introduced for additional filtering for estimating the minimum 

mean square error (e). 

!!!! = !! + !. ! ! . !(!) 

The values of LMS algorithm are considered as  

     µ = 0.01, 

     Order = 10; 

     e (n) = d(n)-(Y2+Y3) 

Where d(n) is the desired input, it is considered as 0:5:25 dB 

 The output of wiener beamformer2 is input for LMS algorithm and these are 

multiplying with the weights of LMS algorithm and getting two outputs those are 

represented as C1 and C2.The LMS algorithm is adaptive in nature, so these weights 

are changing every time it depends on the inputs. The speech signal and noise signals 

are sending to the wiener beamformer3, getting two outputs YS3 and YN3, and 

getting some weights of the wiener beamformer3, these outputs are convoluted with 

the order 10, represented as AW2. The output of wiener beamformer3 is input for 

LMS algorithm, these are multiplying with the weights of LMS algorithm and getting 

two outputs those are represented as D1 and D2.  These C1, C2, D1 and D2 are using 
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for getting final outputs. The outputs of !!"##$! and !!"#$%  are determined in equation 

forms as following 

!!"##$! = Ys1- (C1+D1)   

!!"#$%   =  Yn1- (C2+D2) 

These two equations are using for getting the performance of signal to noise ratio 

!"#$"#!"# = 10 ∗ log!"(
!"#(!!"##$!)
!"#(!!"#$%  )

) dB 

The signal to noise ratio equation for wiener beamformer1 

!"#$"#!"#    !"  !"#! = 10 ∗ log!"(
!"#(!"!)
!"#(!"!)

) dB 

Comparing all these outputs are plotted in plot bar pattern, this is easiest way to find 

out the differences in performance.  
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Simulation Results and analysis  
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Chapter-6 

Simulation results and analysis 
  

 The implementation was done in suppressing the noise in a MATLAB environment 

using a test speech signal. The speech signal is the combination of both male and female 

voices, its play like a  “ It’s easy to tell the depth of a well…Kick the ball straight and follow 

through… blue the sheet to the dark blue black ground… a part of helps to past evening…” 

its duration is almost 11 seconds (or) 182834 samples of data with a sampling frequency of 16 

KHz. The interference noise1 is considered as a same sampling frequency of 16KHz and 

another source is the random noise, it’s represented as an Interference noise 2. The 

simulations tests were done at different SNR inputs, by varying the source positions at three 

different positions of speech and noise sources, the systems were evaluated at different SNR 

inputs. The considered three different positions of the source positions  (speech and noise) are 

defined as  

At trail- 1       S = [2.50, 2, 1.35], N1 = [1.25, 2, 1.35], N2 = [1.28, 2.3, 1.34] 

            At trail- 2      S = [0.70, 0.50, 0.30], N1 = [1.70, 0.50, 1.30], N2 = [1.30, 0.50, 2.34] 

 At trail- 3      S = [0.70, 0.50, 0.30], N1 = [0.20, 0.50,0.25], N2 = [0.10, 0.50, 0.20] 

For SNR calculations, the both Interference noise signals are multiplied with the attenuation 

constant ‘α’ but not multiplied with speech signal why because if its multiply with speech 

signal, the quality of speech is destroyed  (attenuated) at the initial stage, this cause is 

problem for output.  

 The microphone 1 (mic1) output signal is combination of speech signal, Interference 

noise 1 and Interference noise 2 (random noise), it is defined as; 

Mic1 = sig [n]+ α* I1 [n]+ α* I2 [n]; 

Where α= !

!"(
!"#  !"!!"#

!" )
 

Where !"#!"  is the desired signal to noise ratio its varied as range from 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 

15 dB, 20 dB and 25 dB, the signal to noise ratio for three source signals is defined as  

SNR = 10 log!"(
!"#  (!)

!! ! !!!  (!)
) 

In this case, the value for SNR is 2.0287dB. 

6.1 Wiener Beam former: 

 The wiener beam former system is performing at three different trails namely as trail-

1, trail-2 and trail-3, by varying SNR range is from 0to 25 dBs. The values are tabulated 

according to input SNR; output SNR at wiener beam former and SNR improvement. The 
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source positions around microphone arrays play a key role in evaluation of beam forming for 

suppressing the noise. At trail-1, the sources speech and noise signals are approximately 

“equal in distance from the three microphones (equal distance)”; the system performance is 

very effective in trail-1, to attenuating the noise with an improvement in SNR around 20 to 21 

dBs at both lower and higher SNR input ranges. At trail-2, the speech source signal is 

“distance away from the microphone array (distance talker)”, when the case of compare to 

noise source position and the performance of system is around 14 to 15 dB SNR 

improvement, the difference is change in speech quality. In trail-3, the speech source signal is 

little bit “closer to the microphone array (closed talker)”, when its compare with noise 

sources, then the performance of the system is little bit poor compare with other two trails in 

cancelling the noise, since its improvement is around 10dB.  

 The below tabular form TABLE-1 represents the values of input SNR, output SNR at 

wiener beam former and SNR improvement, these three are evaluated in three different 

positions. Compare to all trails trail-1 is better suite for getting better SNR improvements. So 

trail-1 is better to chosen for proposed system. 

 

 
Three different 

trails 

 
Input signal to noise 

ratio (SNR) in dB 

 
Output SNR at 
Wiener beam 
former in dB 

 
SNR 

improvement 
In dB 

 
 

Trail 1 
(Equal distance) 

0 21.9572 21.9572 
5 26.2770 21.2770 

10 30.9248 20.9248 
15 35.7751 20.7751 
20 40.7011 20.7011 
25 45.5722 19.5722 

 
 

Trail 2 
(Distance talker) 

0 19.1965 19.1965 
5 23.2312 18.2312 

10 27.6055 17.6055 
15 31.8271 16.8271 
20 35.8248 15.8248 
25 39.8477 14.8471 

 
 

Trail 3 
(Close talker) 

0 16.2595 16.2595 
5 18.9743 13.9743 

10 22.7261 12.7261 
15 26.9860 11.9860 
20 31.2248 11.2248 
25 35.5254 10.5254 

Table 6.1. Wiener beam former system evaluation at three positions in the input SNR and 
output SNR. 
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Figure 6. 1 Bar plots between input SNR and output SNR for wiener beam former system at 
three different positions 

 

	  

Figure 6.2. Bar plots between input SNR and SNR Improvement for wiener beam former 
system at three different positions 
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 6.2 Generalized Side lobe Canceller (GSC) system: 
 The Generalized Side lobe Canceller (GSC) system is performing at three different 

trails namely as trail-1, trail-2 and trail-3, by varying SNR range is from 0to 25 dBs. The 

values are tabulated according to input SNR; output SNR and SNR improvement. The source 

positions around microphone arrays play a key role in evaluation of beam forming for 

suppressing the noise. At trail-1, the sources speech and noise signals are approximately 

“equal in distance from the three microphones (equal distance)”; the system performance is 

very effective in trail-1, to attenuating the noise with an improvement in SNR around 26 to 

27dB at both lower and higher SNR input ranges. At trail-2, the speech source signal is 

“distance away from the microphone array (distance talker)”, when case of compare to noise 

source position and the performance of system is around 20 to 21 dB SNR improvement, the 

difference is change in speech quality. At trail-3 “Close talker”, the SNR improvement of 

system is around 16 to 17 dB with different source positions. 

  
 

Three different 
trails 

 
Input signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) in dB 

 
Output SNR of 

GSC in dB 

 
SNR improvement 

In dB 
 
 

Trail 1 
(Equal distance) 

0 27.6791 27.6791 
5 31.9035 26.9035 

10 36.4500 26.4500 
15 41.4290 26.4290 
20 46.5421 26.5421 
25 51.5201 26.5201 

 
 

Trail 2 
(Distance talker) 

0 25.1938 25.1938 
5 29.2449 24.2449 

10 33.6241 23.6241 
15 37.8474 22.8474 
20 41.8456 21.8456 
25 45.8684 20.8684 

 
 

Trail 3 
(Close talker) 

0 22.2770 22.2770 
5 24.9940 19.9940 

10 28.7465 18.7465 
15 33.0065 18.0065 
20 37.2454 17.2454 
25 41.5460 16.5460 

 
Table 6.2. Generalized side lobe canceller system evaluation at three positions in the input 
SNR and output SNR. 
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Figure 6.3 Bar plots between input SNR and output SNR for Generalized Side lobe canceller 
system at three different positions. 

	  

	  
Figure 6. 4 Bar plots between input SNR and SNR Improvement for GSC system. 
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The tabular form TABLE-2 represents the values of input SNR, output SNR at Generalized 

side-lobe canceller and SNR improvement, these three are evaluated in three different 

positions. Compare to all trails trail-1 is better suite for getting better SNR improvements. So 

trail 1 is better to chosen for proposed system. 

	  
6.3 Performance of thesis proposed system: 
 The simulation results are evaluated according to the using source positions in trail-1, 

objective quality measures such as output SNR and SNR improvement those are tabulated in 

below table and depicted graphs from below figures. 

 
Different 
Systems 

 
Input signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) 
in dB 

 
Output SNR 

of GSC in dB 

 
SNR 

improvement 
In dB 

 
 

Wiener Beam- 
former 

0 21.9512 21.9512 
5 26.2770 21.2770 

10 30.9248 20.9248 
15 35.7751 20.7751 
20 40.7011 20.7011 
25 45.5722 20.5722 

 
 

Generalized Side 
lobe Canceller 

0 27.6791 27.6791 
5 31.9035 26.9035 

10 36.4500 26.4500 
15 41.4290 26.4290 
20 46.5421 21.8456 
25 51.5201 26.5201 

Table 6.3. Input SNR and output SNR for proposed system with two systems. 

To test which enhancement system that effectively attenuating the noise to compare with the 

other systems, so simulating WBF and GSC systems at trail-1. From the above table, it 

observes as at low SNR’s the wiener beam former system effectively attenuates the noise, 

where its quality of speech is increasing from low range to high range SNR’s but performance 

of system is decreases. 

 The GSC system attenuates the noise is less at low SNR’s when compare with the high 

SNR ranges, the quality of speech is cancels at low SNR’s with high cost of speech quality, 

i.e. the quality of speech is degraded. The graphs below describes the plots between input 

SNR and output SNR in the presence of wiener beam former systems and GSC systems, and 

the plots between input SNR and SNR Improvement in the presence of wiener beam former 

systems and GSC systems. Here the input SNR is range from 0 to 25dB.   
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Figure 6.5. Bar graph between Input SNR and output SNR for Wiener beam former and GSC 
systems.	  

Figure 6.6. Bar plots between Input SNR and SNR Improvement for Wiener beam former and 
GSC systems. 
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Chapter-7 

Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusion: 
 In this thesis work, it’s implemented and worked on Interference noise signals 

with arranging of linear microphone arrays for noise suppression, as well as speech 

enhancement algorithms. The main speech signal and two interference noises has 

taken from the each of three microphones using Fractional delay filters and split each 

of microphone array signals into sub-parts then applied every sub-part to the 

Generalized Side lobe canceller structure at individual intervals. The speech and noise 

sources are located in different positions to implement the speech enhancement 

algorithms. 

 Simulation results show that the positions of speech and noise sources plays 

key role in attenuating noise of speech quality for GSC and wiener beam former 

systems. The GSC system is efficient in attenuating the noise with using of LMS 

adaptive filters, when compared to the beam former system. In GSC system at 

approximate equal distance of main speech and noise sources from the array shows 

efficient in cancelling the background noises, when compared to distance of speech 

source from array is either large or small with respect to noise source.  

 From chapter-6, according to figures, bar plots and tables showing the results 

of SNR improvements at three different positions of wiener beam former and GSC 

systems. The GSC significantly improves the quality of speech while maintaining a 

well noise suppression levels and the SNR improvement at GSC is around 21dB, the 

SNR improvement at wiener beam former is around 27 dB. Finally, by this thesis 

work, concludes that GSC itself attenuates more noise effectively with quality and 

intellectual in speech. 
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7.2 Future work: 
 The current thesis is simulated in offline mode and it can be implemented on 

real time applications in the future and now it’s done in time-domain FSC beam 

former, so trying to implement on frequency domain systems. The system result 

contains little bit background noise, so it can be implemented on high interference 

noises. In this thesis, GSC beam former is based on the microphone arrays, these are 

arranged in linear array, it may be extended to round, planar (or) arbitrary geometric 

array, this may be extended to use more number of microphones and more sources 

may improve overall performance of system. 
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